This paper targets the task with discrete and periodic class labels (e.g., pose/orientation estimation) in the context of deep learning. The commonly used cross-entropy or regression loss is not well matched to this problem as they ignore the periodic nature of the labels and the class similarity, or assume labels are continuous value. We propose to incorporate inter-class correlations in a Wasserstein training framework by pre-defining (i.e., using arc length of a circle) or adaptively learning the ground metric. We extend the ground metric as a linear, convex or concave increasing function w.r.t. arc length from an optimization perspective. We also propose to construct the conservative target labels which model the inlier and outlier noises using a wrapped unimodal-uniform mixture distribution. Unlike the one-hot setting, the conservative label makes the computation of Wasserstein distance more challenging. We systematically conclude the practical closed-form solution of Wasserstein distance for pose data with either one-hot or conservative target label. We evaluate our method on head, body, vehicle and 3D object pose benchmarks with exhaustive ablation studies. The Wasserstein loss obtaining superior performance over the current methods, especially using convex mapping function for ground metric, conservative label, and closed-form solution.
Introduction
There are some prediction tasks where the output labels are discrete and are periodic. For example, consider the problem of pose estimation. Although pose can be a continuous variable, in practice, it is often discretized e.g., in 5-degree intervals. Because of the periodic nature of pose, a 355-degree label is closer to 0-degree label than the 10degree label. Thus it is important to consider the periodic and discrete nature of the pose classification problem.
In previous literature, pose estimation is often cast as a multi-class classification problem [49] , a metric regression Figure 1 . The limitation of CE loss for pose estimation. The ground truth direction of the car is tj * . Two possible softmax predictions (green bar) of the pose estimator have the same probability at tj * position. Therefore, both predicted distributions have the same CE loss. However, the left prediction is preferable to the right, since we desire the predicted probability distribution to be larger and closer to the ground truth class.
problem [46] , or a mixture of both [37] . In a multi-class classification formulation using the cross-entropy (CE) loss, the class labels are assumed to be independent from each other [49, 25, 33] . Therefore, the inter-class similarity is not properly exploited. For instance, in Fig. 1 , we would prefer the predicted probability distribution to be concentrated near the ground truth class, while the CE loss does not encourage that.
On the other hand, metric regression methods treat the pose as a continuous numerical value [35, 27, 31] , although the label of pose itself is discrete. As manifested in [36, 30, 26] , learning a regression model using discrete labels will cause over-fitting and exhibit similar or inferior performance compared with classification.
Recent works either use a joint classification and regression loss [37] or divide a circle into several sectors with a coarse classification that ignores the periodicity, and then applying regression networks to each sector independently as an ordinal regression problem [20] . Unfortunately, none of them fundamentally address the limitations of CE or regression loss in angular data.
In this work, we employ the Wasserstein loss as an alternative for empirical risk minimization. The 1 st Wasser-stein distance is defined as the cost of optimal transport for moving the mass in one distribution to match the target distribution [51, 52] . Specifically, we measure the Wasserstein distance between a softmax prediction and its target label, both of which are normalized as histograms. By defining the ground metric as class similarity, we can measure prediction performance in a way that is sensitive to correlations between the classes.
The ground metric can be predefined when the similarity structure is known a priori to incorporate the inter-class correlation, e.g., the arc length for the pose. We further extend the arc length to its increasing function from an optimization perspective. The exact Wasserstein distance in onehot target label setting can be formulated as a soft-attention scheme of all prediction probabilities and be rapidly computed. We also propose to learn the optimal ground metric following alternative optimization.
Another challenge of pose estimation comes from low image quality (e.g., blurry, low resolution) and the consequent noisy labels. This requires 1) modeling the noise for robust training [30, 26] and 2) quantifying the uncertainty of predictions in testing phase [46] .
Wrongly annotated targets may bias the training process [56, 3] . We instigate two types of noise. The outlier noise corresponds to one training sample being very distant from others by random error and can be modeled by a uniform distribution [56] . We notice that the pose data is more likely to have inlier noise where the labels are wrongly annotated as the near angles and propose to model it using a unimodal distribution. Our solution is to construct a conservative target distribution by smoothing the one-hot label using a wrapped uniform-unimodal mixture model.
Unlike the one-hot setting, the conservative target distribution makes the computation of Wasserstein distance more advanced because of the numerous possible transportation plans. The O(N 3 ) computational complexity for N classes has long been a stumbling block in using Wasserstein distance for large-scale applications. Instead of only obtaining its approximate solution using a O(N 2 ) complexity algorithm [11] , we systematically analyze the fast closed-form computation of Wasserstein distance for our conservative label when our ground metric is a linear, convex, or concave increasing function w.r.t. the arc length. The linear and convex cases can be solved with linear complexity of O(N ). Our exact solutions are significantly more efficient than the approximate baseline.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as • We cast the pose estimation as a Wasserstein training problem. The inter-class relationship of angular data is explicitly incorporated as prior information in our ground metric which can be either pre-defined (a function w.r.t. arc length) or adaptively learned with alternative optimization.
• We model the inlier and outlier error of pose data using a wrapped discrete unimodal-uniform mixture distribution, and regularize the target confidence by transforming onehot label to conservative target label.
• For either one-hot or conservative target label, we systematically conclude the possible fast closed-form solution when a non-negative linear, convex or concave increasing mapping function is applied in ground metric.
We empirically validate the effectiveness and generality of the proposed method on multiple challenging benchmarks and achieve the state-of-the-art performance.
Related Works
Pose or viewpoint estimation has a long history in computer vision [40] . It arises in different applications, such as head [40] , pedestrian body [49] , vehicle [64] and object class [55] orientation/pose estimation. Although these systems are mostly developed independently, they are essentially the same problem in our framework.
The current related literature using deep networks can be divided into two categories. Methods in the first group, such as [48, 17, 65] , predict keypoints in images and then recover the pose using pre-defined 3D object models. The keypoints can be either semantic [43, 62, 38] or the eight corners of a 3D bounding box encapsulating the object [48, 17] .
The second category of methods, which are more close to our approach, estimate angular values directly from the image [14, 60] . Instead of the typical Euler angle representation for rotations [14] , biternion representation is chosen in [4, 46] and inherits the periodicity in its sin and cos operations. However, their setting is compatible with only the regression. Several studies have evaluated the performance of classification and regression-based loss functions and conclude that the classification methods usually outperform the regression ones in pose estimation [38, 37] .
These limitations were also found in the recent approaches which combine classification with regression or even triplet loss [37, 64] . Wasserstein distance is a measure defined between probability distributions on a given metric space [24] . Recently, it attracted much attention in generative models etc [2] . [16] introduces it for multi-class multi-label task with a linear model. Because of the significant amount of computing needed to solve the exact distance for general cases, these methods choose the approximate solution, whose complexity is still in O(N 2 ) [11] . The fast computing of discrete Wasserstein distance is also closely related to SIFT [9] descriptor, hue in HSV or LCH space [8] and sequence data [54] . Inspired by the above works, we further adapted this idea to the pose estimation, and encode the geometry of label space by means of the ground matrix. We show that the fast algorithms exist in our pose label structure using the one-hot or conservative target label and the ground metric is not limited to the arc length.
Robust training with noise data has long been studied for general classification problems [23] . Smoothing the onehot label [56] with a uniform distribution or regularizing the entropy of softmax output [45] are two popular solutions. Some works of regression-based localization model the uncertainty of point position in a plane with a 2D Gaussian distribution [57] . [66] propose to regularize self-training with confidence. However, there are few studies for the discrete periodic label. Besides sampling on Gaussian, the Poisson and the Binomial distribution are further discussed to form a unimodal-uniform distribution. Uncertainty quantification of pose estimation aims to quantify the reliability of a result e.g., a confidence distribution of each class rather than a certain angle value for pose data [46] . A well-calibrated uncertainty is especially important for large systems to assess the consequence of a decision [10, 18] . [46] proposes to output numerous sets of the mean and variation of Gaussian/Von-Mises distribution following [4] . It is unnecessarily complicated and is a somewhat ill-matched formulation as it assumes the pose label is continuous, while it is discrete. We argue that the sof tmax is a natural function to capture discrete uncertainty, and is compatible with Wasserstein training.
Methodology
We consider learning a pose estimator h θ , parameterized by θ, with N -dimensional softmax output unit. It maps a image x to a vector s ∈ R N . We perform learning over a hypothesis space H of h θ . Given input x and its target ground truth one-hot label t, typically, learning is performed via empirical risk minimization to solve min h θ ∈H L(h θ (x), t), with a loss L(·, ·) acting as a surrogate of performance measure.
Unfortunately, cross-entropy, information divergence, Hellinger distance and X 2 distance-based loss treat the output dimensions independently [16] , ignoring the similarity structure on pose label space.
i=0 be the output of h θ (x), i.e., softmax prediction with N classes (angles), and define t = {t j } N −1 j=0 as the target label distribution, where i, j ∈ {0, · · · , N − 1} be the index of dimension (class). Assume class label possesses a ground metric D i,j , which measures the semantic similarity between i-th and j-th dimensions of the output. There are N 2 possible D i,j in a N class dataset and form a ground distance matrix D ∈ R N ×N . When s and t are both histograms, the discrete measure of exact Wasserstein loss is defined as
where W is the transportation matrix with W i,j indicating the mass moved from the i th point in source distribution to the j th target position. A valid transportation matrix W satisfies:
The ground distance matrix D in Wasserstein distance is usually unknown, but it has clear meanings in our application. Its i, j-th entry D i,j could be the geometrical distance between the i-th and j-th points in a circle. A possible choice is using the arc length d i,j of a circle (i.e., 1 distance between the i-th and j-th points in a circle) as the ground metric
The Wasserstein distance is identical to the Earth mover's distance when the two distributions have the same total masses (i.e.,
This setting is satisfactory for comparing the similarity of SIFT or hue [51] , which do not use a neural network optimization. The previous efficient algorithm usually holds only for D i,j = d i,j . We propose to extend the ground
Wasserstein training with one-hot target
The one-hot encoding is a typical setting for multi-class one-label dataset. The distribution of a target label probability is t = δ j,j * , where j * is the ground truth class, δ j,j * is a Dirac delta, which equals to 1 for j = j * 1 , and 0 otherwise. 2 , there is only one feasible optimal transport plan.
According to the criteria of W, all masses have to be transferred to the cluster of the ground truth label j * , as illustrated in Fig. 2 . Then, the Wasserstein distance between softmax prediction s and one-hot target t degenerates to
. Practically, f can be an increasing function proper, e.g., p th power of d i,j and Huber function. The exact solution of Eq. (3) can be computed with a complexity of O(N ). The ground metric term f (d i,j * ) works as the weights w.r.t. s i , which takes all classes into account following a soft attention scheme [32, 28, 29] . It explicitly encourages the probabilities distributing on the neighboring classes of j * . Since each s i is a function of the network parameters, differentiating
In contrast, the cross-entropy loss in one-hot setting can be formulated as −1logs j * , which only considers a single class prediction like the hard attention scheme [32, 28, 29] , that usually loses too much information. Similarly, the regression loss using softmax prediction could be f (d i * ,j * ), where i * is the class with maximum prediction probability.
In addition to the predefined ground metric, we also propose to learn D adaptively along with our training following an alternative optimization scheme [34] .
Step 1: Fixing ground matrix D to compute L Di,j (s, t) and updating the network parameters.
Step 2: Fixing network parameters and postprocessing D using the feature-level 1 distances between different poses.
We use the normalized second-to-last layer neural response in this round as feature vector, since there is no subsequent non-linearities. Therefore, it is meaningful to average the feature vectors in each pose class to compute their centroid and reconstruct D i,j using the 1 distances between these centroids d i,j . To avoid the model collapse, we construct the D i,j = 1 1+α f (d i,j ) + αf (d i,j ) in each round, and decrease α from 10 to 0 gradually in the training.
Wrapped unimodal-uniform smoothing
The outlier noise exists in most of data-driven tasks, and can be modeled by a uniform distribution [56] . However, pose labels are more likely to be mislabeled as a close class of the true class. It is more reasonable to construct a unimodal distribution to depict the inlier noise in pose estimation, which has a peak at class j * while decreasing its value for farther classes. We can sample on a continuous unimodal distribution (e.g., Gaussian distribution) and followed by normalization, or choose a discrete unimodal distribution (e.g., Poisson/Binomial distribution). Gaussian/Von-Mises Distribution has the probability den-
where μ = K/2 is the mean, and σ 2 is the variance. Similarly, the Von-Mises distribution is a close approximation to the circular analogue of the normal distribution (i.e., K = N −1). We note that the geometric loss [55] is a special case, when we set ξ = 1, η = 0, K = N − 1, remove the normalization and adopt CE loss. Since we are interested in modeling a discrete distribution for target la-
ŽŶĞͲŚŽƚ ůĂďĞů ĐŽŶƐĞƌ|Ăƚŝ|Ğ ůĂďĞůƐ bels, we simply apply a softmax operation over their PDF. Note that the output values are mapped to be defined on the circle.
Poisson Distribution is used to model the probability of the number of events, k occurring in a particular interval of time. Its probability mass function (PMF) is:
where λ ∈ R + is the average frequency of these events. We can sample K + 1 probabilities (i.e., 0 ≤ k ≤ K) on this PMF and followed by normalization for discrete unimodal probability distributions. Since its mean and variation are the same (i.e., λ), it maybe inflexible to adjust its shape. Binomial Distribution is commonly adopted to model the probability of a given number of successes out of a given number of trails k and the success probability p.
We set n = K to construct a distribution with K + 1 bins without softmax normalization. Its warp processing with K = 20 is illustrated in Fig. 3 . The conservative target distribution t is constructed by replacing t j in t with (1−ξ −η)t j +ξp j +η 1 N , which can be regarded as the weighted sum of the original label distribution t and a unimodal-uniform mixture distribution. When we only consider the uniform distribution and utilize the CE loss, it is equivalent to label smoothing [56] , a typical mechanism for outlier noisy label training, which encourages the model to accommodate less-confident labels.
By enforcing s to form a unimodal-uniform mixture distribution, we also implicitly encourage the probabilities to distribute on the neighbor classes of j * .
Wasserstein training with conservative target
With the conservative target label, the fast computation of Wasserstein distance in Eq. (3) does not apply. A straightforward solution is to regard it as a general case and solve its closed-form result with a complexity higher than O(N 3 ) or get an approximate result with a complexity in O(N 2 ). The main results of this section are a series of analytic formulation when the ground metric is a nonnegative increasing linear/convex/concave function w.r.t. arc length with a reasonable complexity.
3.3.1 Arc length d i,j as the ground metric.
When we use d i,j as ground metric directly, the Wasserstein loss L di,j (s, t) can be written as
To the best of our knowledge, Eq. (6) was first developed in [61] , in which it is proved for sets of points with unitary masses on the circle. A similar conclusion for the Kantorovich-Rubinstein problem was derived in [6, 7] , which is known to be identical to the Wasserstein distance problem when D i,j is a distance. We note that this is true for L di,j (but false for L D ρ (s, t) with ρ > 1). The optimal α should be the median of the set values [44] . An equivalent distance is proposed from the circular cumulative distribution perspective [47] . All of these papers notice that computing Eq. (6) can be done in linear time (i.e., O(N )) weighted median algorithm (see [59] for a review).
We note that the partial derivative of Eq.
, and δ i,n = 1 when i = n. Additional details are given in Appendix B.
Convex function w.r.t. d i,j as the ground metric
Next, we extend the ground metric as an nonnegative increasing and convex function of d i,j , and show its analytic formulation. If we compute the probability with a precision , we will have M = 1/ unitary masses in each distribution. We define the cumulative distribution function of s and t and their pseudo-inverses as follows
where m ∈ 1 M , 2 M , · · · , 1 . Following the convention S(i + N ) = S(i), S can be extended to the whole real number, which consider S as a periodic (or modulo [9] ) distribution on R.
Theorem 2. Assuming the arc length distance d i,j is given by Eq. (2) and the ground metric D i,j = f (d i,j ), with f a nonnegative, increasing and convex function. Then
where α is a to-be-searched transportation constant. A proof of Eq. (8) w.r.t. the continuous distribution was given in [12] , which shows it holds for any couple of desecrate probability distributions. Although that proof involves some complex notions of measure theory, that is not needed in the discrete setting. The proof is based on the idea that the circle can always be "cut" somewhere by searching for a m, that allowing us to reduce the modulo problem [9] to ordinal case. Therefore, Eq. (8) is a generalization of the ordinal data. Actually, we can also extend Wasserstein distance for discrete distribution in a line [59] as
where f can be a nonnegative linear/convex/concave increasing function w.r.t. the distance in a line. Eq. (9) can be computed with a complexity of O(N ) for two discrete distributions. When f is a convex function, the optimal α can be found with a complexity of O(logM ) using the Monge condition 3 (similar to binary search). Therefore, the exact solution of Eq. (8) can be obtained with O(N logM ) complexity. In practice, logM is a constant (log10 8 ) according to the precision of softmax predictions, which is much smaller than N (usually N = 360 for pose data).
Here, we give some measures 4 using the typical convex ground metric function.
L D ρ i,j (s, t), the Wasserstein measure using d ρ as ground metric with ρ = 2, 3, · · · . The case ρ = 2 is equivalent to the Cramér distance [50] . Note that the Cramér distance is not a distance metric proper. However, its square root is.
L D Hτ i,j (s, t), the Wasserstein measure using a Huber cost function with a parameter τ .
Concave function w.r.t. d i,j as the ground metric
In practice, it may be useful to choose the ground metric as a nonnegative, concave and increasing function w.r.t. d i,j . For instance, we can use the chord length.
where r = N/2π is the radius. Therefore, f (·) can be regarded as a concave and increasing function on
It is easy to show that D chord i,j is a distance, and thus L D chord (s, t) is also a distance between two probability distributions [59] . Notice that a property of concave distance is that they do not move the mass shared by the s Method MAAD Method MAAD BIT [4] 25 Table 1 . Results on CAVIAR head pose dataset (the lower MAAD the better). † Our implementation based on their publicly available codes. The best are in bold while the second best are underlined. and t [59] . Considering the Monge condition does not apply for concave function, there is no corresponding fast algorithm to compute its closed-form solution. In most cases, we settle for linear programming. However, the simplex or interior point algorithm are known to have at best a O(N 2.5 log(ND max )) complexity to compare two histograms on N bins [41, 5] , where D max = f ( N 2 ) is the maximal distance between the two bins.
Although the general computation speed of the concave function is not satisfactory, the step function f (t) = t =0 (one every where except at 0) can be a special case, which has significantly less complexity [59] . Assuming that the f (t) = t =0 , the Wasserstein metric between two normalized discrete histograms on N bins is simplified to the 1 distance.
where || · || 1 is the discrete 1 norm. Unfortunately, its fast computation is at the cost of losing the ability to discriminate the difference of probability in a different position of bins.
Experiments
In this section, we show the implementation details and experimental results on the head, pedestrian body, vehicle and 3D object pose/orientation estimation tasks. To illustrate the effectiveness of each setting choice and their combinations, we give a series of elaborate ablation studies along with the standard measures.
We use the prefix A and ≈ denote the adaptively ground metric learning (in Sec. 3.1) and approximate computation of Wasserstein distance [11, 16] respectively. (s, t) and (s, t) refer to using one-hot or conservative target label. For instance, L di,j (s, t) means choosing Wasserstein loss with arc length as ground metric and using one-hot target label.
Head pose
Following [4, 46] , we choose the occluded version of CAVIAR dataset [15] and construct the training, validation and testing using 10802, 5444 and 5445 identityindependent images respectively. Since the orientation of gaze is coarsely labeled, and almost 40% training samples lie within ±4 • of the four canonical orientations, regression-based methods [4, 46] are inefficient. For fair comparison, we use the same deep batch normalized VGG-style [53] backbone as in [4, 46] . Instead of a sigmoid unit in their regression model, the last layer is set to a softmax layer with 8 ways for Right, Right-Back, Back, Left-Back, Left, Left-Front, Front and Right-Front poses.
The metric used here is the mean absolute angular deviation (MAAD), which is widely adopted for angular regression tasks. The results are summarized in Table 1 . The Wasserstein training boosts the performance significantly. Using convex f can further improve the result, while the losses with concave f are usually inferior to the vanilla Wasserstein loss with arc length as the ground metric. The adaptive ground metric learning is helpful for the L di,j (s, t), but not necessary when we extend the ground metric to the square of d i,j .
We also note that the exact Wasserstein distances are consistently better than their approximate counterparts [11] . More appealingly, in the training stage, L di,j (s, t) is 5× faster than ≈ L di,j (s, t) and 3× faster than conventional regression-based method [46] to achieve the convergence.
Pedestrians orientation
The TUD multi-view pedestrians dataset [1] consists of 5,228 images along with bounding boxes. Its original annotations are relatively coarse, with only eight classes. We adopt the network in [49] and show the results in Table 2 . Our methods, especially the L D 2 i,j (s, t) outperform the cross-entropy loss-based approach in all of the eight classes by a large margin. The improvements in the case of binomial-uniform regularization (ξ = 0.1, η = 0.05, K = 4, p = 0.5) seems limited for 8 class setting, because each pose label covers 45 • resulting in relatively low noise level.
The adaptive ground metric learning can contribute to higher accuracy than the plain L di,j (s, t). Fig. 4 provides a visualization of the adaptively learned ground matrix. The learned d i,j is slightly larger than d i,j when limited training samples are available in the related classes, e.g., d 225 • ,180 • Table 3 . Results on TUD pedestrian orientation estimation w.r.t. Mean Absolute Error in degree (the lower the better) and Acc π 8 ,Acc π 4 (the higher the better). | means "or". The suffix G, P, B refer to Gaussian, Poison and Binomial-uniform mixture conservative target label, respectively. may emphasize the class with fewer samples in the training.
We also utilize the 36-pose labels provided in [19, 20] , and adapt the backbone from [20] . We report the results w.r.t. mean absolute error and accuracy at π 8 and π 4 in Table 3 , which are the percentage of images whose pose error is less than π 8 and π 4 , respectively. Even the plain L di,j (s, t) outperforms SHIFT [20] and Acc π 4 . Unfortunately, the adaptive ground metric learning is not stable when we scale the number of class to 36.
The disagreement of human labeling is significant in 36 class setting. In such a case, our conservative target label is potentially helpful. The discretized Gaussian distribution (ξ = 0.1, η = 0.05, μ = 5, σ 2 = 2.5) and Binomial distribution (ξ = 0.1, η = 0.05, K = 10, p = 0.5) show similar performance, while the Poisson distribution (ξ = 0.1, η = 0.05, K = 10, λ = 5) appears less competitive. Note that the variance of Poisson distribution is equal to its mean λ, and it approximates a symmetric distribution with a large λ. Therefore, it is not easy to control the shape of target distribution. Our L D 2 i,j (s, t) B outperforms [20] by 6.3 • , 6% and 4.9% in terms of Mean AE, Acc π 8 and Acc π 4 .
Vehicle orientation
The EPFL dataset [42] contains 20 image sequences of 20 car types at a show. We follow [20] to choose ResNet- 101 [21] as the backbone and use 10 sequences for training and the other 10 sequences for testing. As shown in Table 4 , the Huber function (τ = 10) can be beneficial for noisy data learning, but the improvements appear to be not significant after we have modeled the noise in our conservative target label with Binomial distribution (ξ = 0.2, η = 0.05, K = 30, p = 0.5). Therefore, we would recommend choosing L D 2 i,j and Binomial-uniform mixture distribution as a simple yet efficient combination. The model is not sensitive to the possible inequality of N −1 i=0 t i and N −1 i=0 s i caused by numerical precision.
Besides, we visualize the second-to-last layer representation of some sequences in Fig. 5 left. As shown in Fig.  5 right, the shape of Binomial distribution is important for performance. It degrades to one-hot or uniform distribution when K = 0 or a large value. All of the hyper-parameters in our experiments are chosen via grid searching. We see a 27.8% Mean AE decrease from [20] to L D 2 i,j (s, t), and 33% for Median AE. Table 5 . Results on PASCAL 3D+ view point estimation w.r.t. Acc π 6 Acc π 18 (the higher the better) and MedErr (the lower the better). Our results are based on ResNet50 backbone and without using external training data. estimating object pose. We follow the typical experimental protocol, that using ground truth detection for both training and testing, and choosing Pascal validation set to evaluate our viewpoint estimation quality [37, 46, 17] .
3D object pose
The pose of an object in 3D space is usually defined as a 3-tuple (azimuth, elevation, cyclo-rotation), and each of them is computed separately. We note that the range of elevation is [0,π], the Wasserstein distance for non-periodic ordered data can be computed via Eq. (9) . We choose the Binomial-uniform mixture distribution (ξ = 0.2, η = 0.05, K = 20, p = 0.5) to construct our conservative label. The same data augmentation and ResNet50 from [37] (mixture of CE and regression loss) is adopted for fair comparisons, which has 12 branches for each categorical and each branch has three softmax units for 3-tuple.
We consider two metrics commonly applied in literature: Accuracy at π 6 , and Median error (i.e., the median of rotation angle error). Table 5 compares our approach with previous techniques. Our methods outperform previous approaches in both testing metrics. The improvements are more exciting than recent works. Specifically, L D 2 i,j (s, t) outperforms [37] by 3.37% in terms of Acc π 6 , and the reduces MedErr from 10.4 [65] to 9.37 (by 9.5%).
Besides, we further evaluate Acc π 18 , which assesses the percentage of more accurate predictions. This shows the prediction probabilities are closely distributed around the ground of truth pose.
Conclusions
We have introduced a simple yet efficient loss function for pose estimation, based on the Wasserstein distance. Its ground metric represents the class correlation and can be predefined using an increasing function of arc length or learned by alternative optimization. Both the outlier and inlier noise in pose data are incorporated in a unimodaluniform mixture distribution to construct the conservative label. We systematically discussed the fast closed-form solutions in one-hot and conservative label cases. The results show that the best performance can be achieved by choosing convex function, Binomial distribution for smoothing and solving its exact solution. Although it was originally developed for pose estimation, it is essentially applicable to other problems with discrete and periodic labels. In the future, we plan to develop a more stable adaptive ground metric learning scheme for more classes, and adjust the shape of conservative target distribution automatically. 
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